We are pleased to present a special issue of World Wide Web Journal (WWWJ), which contains a collection of three extended papers from the APWeb-WAIM 2018 conference.
revise the conference paper for journal publication and in accordance with customary practice of adding 70% new material. The revised papers again went through the standard review process in accordance with WWWJ guidelines and are finally presented to the readers in the present form.
The three extended papers in this special issue cover a variety of topics related to Web information management and applications. In the first paper, "User Experience-Driven Secure Task Assignment in Spatial Crowdsourcing," authors define user experience-driven secure task assignment problem and propose two privacy-preserving online task assignment strategies to minimize the average waiting time. The second paper, "Personalized Top-n Influential Community Search over Large Social Networks," presents a maximal pk-Clique community model by a new cohesive criterion and proposes a diversify algorithm which is based on a tree-like index. Finally, in "An Enhanced Wildcard-based Fuzzy Searching Scheme in Encrypted Databases," authors present an enhanced wildcard-based fuzzy searching scheme (enWFS) to explore more business logic in encrypted databases, and also design an advanced adaptive overwriting method to revise query expressions with wildcards.
